EMPRENDE SRL has structured, designed, and validated a Monitoring and Evaluation system called ESPRO (Evaluación Sistémica de Procesos) that enables people to do dynamic monitoring and evaluation of the processes generated by the implementation of projects and organizational programs. Using the principle of a sliding scale, it can be applied to ex-ante evaluations, intermediate evaluations, and ex-post evaluations. It integrates in the exercise the creation of measurable indicators, activities, impacts, resources and all factors of importance that intervene or have an effect on the execution of projects.

ESPRO is a combination of tools and concepts from SAS2 (Social Analysis Systems), SINFONIA, TMB and ZOPP.

ESPRO helps integrate perspectives: actors—systemic processes—logical relations. It does so through the use of tools (rational, precise and functional) that help identify the indicators needed to measure progress, effects and impacts.

Describe and establish the outcomes of the context; related factors and actors; the relations of multiple causality in the system; the critical factors and; factors sensitive to the actions of projects.

ESPRO is a supporting tool that helps define intervention strategies that can refine the directions taken by projects, considering the people, outcomes, objectives and goals of the project.